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Announcing a third volume in the bestselling Fix-It and Enjoy-It cookbook series?Fix-It and
Enjoy-It 5-Ingredient Recipes: Quick and Easy for Stove-Top and Oven! Phyllis Pellman Good,
author of the wildly popular Fix-It and Forget-It and Fix-It and Enjoy-It cookbooks, continues her
commitment to making it easy to cook and to eat at home. "Nothing quite replaces the
satisfaction of cooking, and then eating around the table together with family or friends. But who
has time? And what if you lack confidence in your cooking skills? "Fix-It-and Enjoy-It 5-
Ingredient Recipes is my brand new solution to both questions," says Good. "This cookbook
wonder is a treasury of more than 700 make-it-again recipes, which I've gathered from great
home cooks scattered across the country. They are homey favorites for every day!" Fix-It and
Enjoy-It 5-Ingredient Recipes? calls for ingredients which you already have at home or can
easily find in the grocery store; includes the Prep and Cooking Times for each of the 700+ easy-
to-prepare recipes; offers recipes that work. They're satisfying delicious favorites from the
kitchens of selected home cooks from across the country; is a "cousin" to the beloved Fix-It and
Forget-It Cookbook series which has already sold more than 8.8 million copies! You can love to
cook with Fix-It and Enjoy-It 5-Ingredient Recipes! It is packed with 700 quick- and easy-to-
prepare dishes that will bring eager family and friends to your dinner table, and send them away
happy!Skyhorse Publishing, along with our Good Books and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish
a broad range of cookbooks, including books on juicing, grilling, baking, frying, home brewing
and winemaking, slow cookers, and cast iron cooking. We’ve been successful with books on
gluten-free cooking, vegetarian and vegan cooking, paleo, raw foods, and more. Our list includes
French cooking, Swedish cooking, Austrian and German cooking, Cajun cooking, as well as
books on jerky, canning and preserving, peanut butter, meatballs, oil and vinegar, bone broth,
and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

About the AuthorPhyllis Good is a New York Times bestselling author whose books have sold
more than 12 million copies. She is the original author of the Fix-It and Forget-It cookbook
series, Lancaster Central Market Cookbook, Favorite Recipes with Herbs, and The Best of
Amish Cooking. Her commitment is to make it possible for everyone to cook who would like to,
whatever their age. Good spends her time writing, editing books, and cooking new recipes. She
lives in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. --This text refers to the plastic_comb edition.
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S.D.C., “Great ideas for those who keep a stocked pantry. This book is great for ideas and for
anyone who likes to do pantry cooking. There are a lot of pre-packaged products called for, but
homemade substitutes are easily usable. The fewer ingredients make the dishes faster to pull
together....and I find it easier to have the ingredients I need on hand.”

fauxqueen, “Nice to have some EASY recipes for a change. I'm not cooking for royalty, just the
family, and so far they've loved every one!!. Wonderful recipe book. Nice to have recipes that
don't have fifty million ingredients. I love the spiral binding -- it lays perfectly flat when open on
the kitchen counter, which is quite helpful. I've already tried 4 or 5 recipes and they were
excellent. I'm not a gourmet cook -- just wanted some easy recipes for everyday meals and this
little recipe book fits the bill perfectly. I like it a lot better than the numerous BIG cookbooks I
have that involve 20 ingredients for every recipe.”

Michelle, “Great Selection. Great selection of recipes included. You really can't go wrong with
any of the Fix It and Forget It recipe collections. Nice addition to your cookbook shelf.”

sdftx, “Tons of Receipes. This is a great cookbook, but be aware there is tons to look through
and it can be time consuming. I would prefer if you could look in the index and find a receipe
based on a main ingredient I want to use though. But really this book if filled with so many
receipes, anything and everything one could want. All the receipes look quite easy and really do
only have 5 major ingredients and most of it is stuff one would easily already have in their pantry
and refrigerator or could be easily found at the grocery store...which is nice, nothing I hate more
than having a great receipe with hard to find ingregients. All in all I would buy this cookbook
again.”

Momma Mia, “Fix-it and Enjoy-It 5 Ingredient Recipes. Bought this book for my Grandson who
fixes dinner several nights a week. My daughter works nights and can use all the help she can
get. Although he is only 16, he enjoys cooking. He needed something easy to follow with lots of
simple and good recipes. This book fits the bill. A must have for busy families. A well stocked
pantry and freezer is all you need.”

The book by Mariano Orzola has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 147 people have provided feedback.
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